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In this report you’ll learn about the current and future ways to collect as many ADZcoins as you
can.
Before we get started I would like to ensure you that turning a couple of pennies into several
dollars isn’t something unique and amazing in the crypto space.
The latest example was a project called Ethereum which is basically a software product that allows
developers to run smart contracts on a blockchain. In other words, not something that 99% of
people remotely interests.
The price went from a few pennies to over $13 in less than 7 months and almost all of the price
increase happened in less than a month.
Check the chart for yourself:

Sure the price has adjusted a bit and is now at about $7-$8 but the price was just pennies a couple
of months ago.
As you have learned by now, the ADZcoin project will be a viral system that will allow website
owners to monetize their site in a completely unique way. And not just website owners, just about
anybody who adds value to the web!
Once all developments are ready and ADZcoin is about to take on the world with this revolutionary
system, a price increase like the chart of Ethereum above is pretty much inevitable.
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So follow the steps in this report, collect as many coins as you can and who knows, you might just
be able to call yourself a millionaire in a matter of months!
Buying ADZcoins
The easiest way to get ADZ nearly instantly is to buy them on exchanges. The two biggest
exchanges currently are Yobit and Livecoin.
Make sure to read this tutorial:
>>> How to buy ADZcoins
You can pick up ADZ for mere pennies at the moment and smile all the way to the bank when the
ADZcoin extension and API go viral!
Sell On Startpeepsmarket
If you have a product or service to sell, you can list it on the Statpeepsmarket, which is a
marketplace similar to Fiverr.
>>> Join the Startpeepsmarket here
The cool thing about the market is that the Startpeeps users who earn free coins at Startpeeps can
spend them there and get discounts or even free products if they have enough ADZ in the balance.
The ADZ will be transferred to you when the transaction is verified, usually within 48 hours.
Sell Products or Services using the payment gateway
Startpeeps.com has a payment gateway integrated to receive ADZ directly to your wallet by selling
products and services online.
So get started and start selling using ADZ and become a Startpeeps partner site, you won’t regret
finding a huge buyer market on a fast-growing social network!
Mine ADZcoins
ADZcoins can still be mined and you don’t need to be a technical genius in order to do so.
Just follow the instructions in the report written by Benjamin and you can get started mining
straight away!
>>> Learn how to mine ADZ here
Even though mining might not make you a lot of money initially, it helps the blockchain and secure
the network and you’ll be able to cash in big when the ADZ value skyrockets.
Become A VIP
If you want to receive ADZ every single day for the rest of your life, then you must join the VIP
offer.
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This is a very limited offer and only 500 slots will ever be sold before the offer closes forever.
Moreover, you will get equivalent amount of ADZ in your wallet whose value will multiply many
times in few months.
>>> Check Out The VIP Offer Here
We can’t even guarantee the offer will still be online by tomorrow because over 120 spots were sold
the first week it launched, so make sure not to miss out on this unique opportunity to earn ADZ for
life every single day!
The second way to become VIP for Free is to take part in Giveaway contest.
>>>VIP Offer Giveaway Contest
It’s the most economical way to become a VIP but hey, it depends upon chance, of course as the
draw will be automatic. The contest is on till 12 May 2016.
Coming Soon: ADZ Extension affiliate program
Once the time comes to start promoting the ADZ extension to the world and go viral, one
interesting feature will be the ability to refer others to download the extension, and earn 10% of
their daily ADZ rewards.
Just imagine the amount of people that will start promoting the extension, and you can be one of
them to earn ADZ from your referrals forever!
Make sure to stay tuned and read the ADZcoindesk.com blog to stay up to date with the latest
developments regarding the affiliate program!
Coming soon: The ADZ extension API
Also make sure to stay tuned when we launch the ADZ extension API that will revolutionize
making money online.
We will interconnect millions of people who add value to the web and enable them to receive P2P
payments straight to their wallet.
You can become one of them and merely posting on forums or blogs or posting articles on free sites
will allow you to earn ADZ.
Let’s clean up the internet and reward the people that do! 
Conclusion
While some methods to earn ADZ are still in the making and/or need some improvements, there
are many ways to get started collecting ADZ right now!
The huge price increase will come when we release the ADZ extension API that will be featured on
some major blogs with huge audiences, and then it’s only a matter of time before ADZ skyrockets.
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Make sure not to miss out on this amazing opportunity!
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